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Abstract. The Mobile Broadband Association has developed the MIS and MISAUTH protocols as link-layer fast authentication protocols. A combination of MIS and MISAUTH protocols, called as MISP, provides secure and fast connection for a wireless access network, but it has been reported that MISP creates a weak session key and suffers from a denial-of-service attack. In addition, a transaction with an authentication server that is required for every authentication is considered as a delay factor during handovers. In this paper, we present an improvement of MISP that utilizes the fast handover approach of Fast Mobile IPv6 and minimizes an involvement of the authentication server while eliminating identified security drawbacks of MISP. The formal security analysis is performed to verify the correctness of the proposed scheme. Moreover, the handover performance of the proposed scheme is compared with an existing scheme.
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1. Introduction

IEEE 802.11, which is a set of standards for a wireless access network, has gained considerable popularity because of many advantages such as convenience, flexibility, easy installation, and low cost [1]. However, IEEE 802.11 incurs long handover latency, especially during access network authentication based on IEEE 802.11i or IEEE 802.1X [2,3] so it is not satisfiable for time-sensitive application such as VoIP [4]. One of efforts to overcome such limitations is a development of MIS and MISAUTH protocols, hereafter we call a combination of MIS and MISAUTH protocols as MISP, from the Mobile Broadband Association (MBA) [5,6]. Note that the MBA develops specifications for Internet mobile broadband services mostly based on Japan. MIS is designed to provide authentication, IP address assignment, session key exchange, and various negotiations between a Mobile Node (MN) and a Base Router (BR), whereas MISAUTH is designed to allow the BR to authenticate the MN with an Authentication Server (AS). Since MISP establishes a secure connection between the MN and the BR in a short time, it has been considered to be an efficient and fast authentication method for a wireless access network in Japan.

However, as reported in [7], MISP has the following security drawbacks: 1) Because the user password is utilized as a secret key, MISP is vulnerable to off-line dictionary attacks; 2) The session key is weak because a MN decides its session key at its will; and 3) Denial-of-service attacks are valid because the
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MN, BR, AS</td>
<td>mobile node, base router, and authentication server, respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secType</td>
<td>security type specifying authentication, session key delivery, and encryption methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secTypes</td>
<td>list of the security types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H(M)</td>
<td>one-way hash value on the message M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC(K, M)</td>
<td>HMAC value computed using the key K over the message M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID_X</td>
<td>identifier of X, where X can be an entity or message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU_MN</td>
<td>public key of MN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_MN</td>
<td>secret key shared between MN and AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA_X</td>
<td>MAC (interface) address of X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_AB</td>
<td>secret key shared between AS and BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>session key shared between MN and BR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K(i)</td>
<td>i-th message protection key, i &gt; 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lt</td>
<td>lifetime of SK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts, ts1, ts2, ts3</td>
<td>timestamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>concatenation operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>exclusive-OR operation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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beacon and authentication failure messages are not completely protected during the protocol operation. From the viewpoint of handover performance, a transaction with the AS for every authentication increases handover latency. Note that MISP only supports secure link-layer handovers so that the authentication related transaction with the AS is occurred whenever the MN performs its handover at the link-layer or network-layer.

As user mobility is increased, a network-layer handover is frequently occurred, i.e., a MN’s movement from one access network to another access network [8,9]. The network-layer handover causes time-consuming procedures including the movement detection, IP address configuration, and location registration that also consume a significant amount of wireless resources compared to procedures in a link-layer handover. Accordingly, in this paper, we develop an improvement of MISP that further considers secure network-layer handovers. We adopt the fast handover approach of Fast Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) [10–12] to improve overall handover performance with MISP, while we develop secure handover authentication for link-layer and network-layer handovers. Note that previous studies [13–16] for secure fast handover have considered only either the link-layer handover or network-layer handover. The proposed scheme employs the idea of cross-layer security architecture that allows to exchange security credentials across different layers, e.g., link-layer and network-layer.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the operation procedures of the proposed scheme. Section 3 shows the formal security analysis to verify the correctness of the proposed scheme. Section 4 provides a simple performance comparison of the proposed scheme with the existing scheme. Then, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Enhancement

In this section, we introduce an improvement of MISP utilizes the fast handover approach of Fast Mobile IPv6 and minimizes an involvement of the authentication server while eliminating identified security drawbacks of MISP. To protect the messages of FMIPv6, we combine a security scheme for FMIPv6 previously proposed by You, Hori, and Sakurai in [17] with MISP. Note that the security scheme is called as YHSP hereafter.
The proposed scheme is consisted of the bootstrapping and handover phases. When a MN is power on or is attached to an access network at the first time, the bootstrapping phase is executed, whereas the handover phase is executed when the MN performs its handover from one access network to another access network. In the proposed scheme, YHSP relies on MISP to create the first message protection secret instead of the use of the Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) infrastructure [18, 19] during the bootstrapping phase. During the handover phase, a new message protection secret established in YHSP is used to derive a new session key in MISP. In this way, the session key is not weak and not vulnerable to the off-line dictionary attacks. Moreover, the new secret is safely forwarded to the next BR, i.e., the next AR, via a secure channel established between neighboring BRs. That makes it possible for the next BR to authenticate the MN and its message without the involvement of AS. Note that the BR serves as both an access point and an access router in MISP. Table 1 shows the used notations in this paper.

The followings are assumptions for the proposed scheme:

- A secure channel between neighboring BRs exists. For instance, the neighboring BRs share a secret key to establish a secure channel.
- An AS centrally manages registered users’ account information, i.e., ID_{MN} and K_{MN}.
- A BR and an AS share a shared secret K_{AB} in advance or they can establish that secret when needed.
- A BR and an AS are time-synchronized.
- A MN has a public/private key pair PU_{MN}/PR_{MN}, and its Care-of Address (CoA) is a Cryptographically Generated Address (CGA), which is derived from PU_{MN} [20,21].

In the following, we describe the bootstrapping and handover phases, separately. Note that we only consider the predictive fast handover mode of FMIPv6 since this mode results in shorter latency than the reactive fast handover mode.

2.1. Bootstrapping phase

Figure 1 shows the bootstrapping phase wherein a MN executes the full MISP to establish a secure connection with a BR. In order to address the security problems of MISP, MISP is modified as follows: 1) A secret key, K_{MN}, is randomly generated for each user, i.e., MN, that is securely registered to the user’s AS and mobile device(s), and used for authentication and session key exchange instead of the user password whenever MISP is executed. Such a strong secret key will not cause MISP to be vulnerable to the off-line dictionary attacks; and 2) the session key, SK, is computed as follows: SK = HMAC(K_{MN}, s|ts), where s is a value randomly generated by the MN. The MN cannot generate the session key at its will because the key is derived from the timestamp ts in addition to K_{MN} and s.

As a result of this phase, the MN and the BR share the session key, SK, which will be used later as the first message protection secret, K(1), for the first handover. Also, the phase is followed by the IP address configuration and location registration if needed.

In the bootstrapping phase, we do not consider to protect the beacon and authentication fail messages like the original MISP due to the high cost and complexity. Note that to secure these messages, the MN and the BR should have a shared secret in advance or should be able to establish a shared secret that clearly makes the bootstrapping phase suffers from the high cost and complexity. Also, the DoS attacks caused by this vulnerability are assumed to be negligible.
2.2. Handover phase

In this subsection, we describe the handover phase composed of the three steps: handover key negotiation, fast binding update, and new network attachment steps. The first two steps, i.e., handover key negotiation and fast binding update steps, are protected by utilizing YHSP and the last step, i.e., new network attachment step, is protected by utilizing MISP.

Figure 2 shows the handover phase. The handover key negotiation step is started as the MN recognizes its movement. When the layer-2 triggers indicate the movement, the MN performs this step by exchanging the Router Solicitation for Proxy Advertisement (RtSolPr) and Proxy Router Advertisement (PrRtAdv) messages with the current base router, BR(i). These messages are protected by the message protection key, $K(i)$, which was established in the previous handover or in the bootstrapping phase. After verifying the PrRtAdv message, the MN configures its new CoA, CoA($i + 1$). At the same time, it recovers the new handover key, $HK(i)$, by decrypting $E(PU_{MN}, HK(i))$ with its private key. Then, it derives the new message protection key, $K(i + 1)$. Note that $K(i + 1)$ will be used to protect the AuthReqMsg and AuthFailMsg messages and to exchange the new session key, $SK$, in the new network attachment step later. In other words, the network-layer handover security credential, i.e., $K(i + 1)$, is used during the link-layer handover. It is worth to note that while the BR(i) verifies $PU_{MN}$ with CGAP$_{MN}$ to prevent the man-in-the-middle attack prior to using that public key, the MN firstly verifies MAC1 to prevent the DoS attacks before the public key decryption.
Once $HK(i)$ is established and $CoA(i + 1)$ is configured, the $MN$ starts to perform the fast binding update step by sending the Fast Binding Update (FBU) message to the $BR(i + 1)$. If $MAC_{fbu}$ is valid, the $BR(i + 1)$ believes that the $MN$ indeed owns $CoA(i)$ and it is associated with $CoA(i + 1)$. Based on this belief, by exchanging the Handover Initiate (HI) and Handover Acknowledge (HACK) messages with the $BR(i + 1)$, it informs the $BR(i + 1)$ of $CoA(i + 1)$ and $K(i + 1)$, and establishes a tunnel between the $BR(i + 1)$ and itself to forward the traffic sent from $CoA(i)$ to $CoA(i + 1)$. Also, it starts to serve as a temporary Home Agent (HA) for the $MN$ [10]. Based on $K(i + 1)$, the $BR(i + 1)$ can authenticate the $MN$ and its messages without the AS. That makes it possible to considerably reduce handover latency while excluding the AS in authentication. Note that there is a secure channel between the $BR(i)$ and the $BR(i + 1)$ and this channel is used to protect the above operations. In addition, to defend against the malicious beacon messages, the $BR(i + 1)$ adds the Pre-Beacon including its current beacon information to the HACK one. Finally, the $BR(i)$ concludes this step by returning the Fast Binding Acknowledge (FBA) message to the $MN$.

When the $MN$ attaches to the new network, it receives the beacon messages from multiple $BR$s. With the Pre-Beacon, it finds the valid beacon message and the $BR(i + 1)$, then preparing for the AuthReqMsg message after selecting the proper security type $secType$. Upon receiving the AuthReqMsg message, the
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Fig. 3. Notations of BAN-Logic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P \equiv X$</td>
<td>$P$ believes $X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P \equiv X$</td>
<td>$P$ sees $X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P \equiv X$</td>
<td>$P$ once said $X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P \equiv X$</td>
<td>$P$ has jurisdiction over $X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$#(X)$</td>
<td>$X$ is fresh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P \equiv Q$</td>
<td>$P$ and $Q$ may use the shared key $K$ to communicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${X}_K$</td>
<td>$X$ is encrypted under the key $X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$+{M}_K = (M, {H(M)}_K)$</td>
<td>where $H(\cdot)$ denotes one way hash function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Rules of BAN-logic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1: Message-Meaning Rule</td>
<td>$P \equiv P \equiv Q, P \equiv {X}_K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2: Nonce-Verification Rule</td>
<td>$P \equiv #(X), P \equiv Q \vdash X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3: Jurisdiction Rule</td>
<td>$P \equiv Q \Rightarrow X, P \equiv Q \Rightarrow X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4: Hash Rule</td>
<td>$P \equiv Q \vdash H(X), P \equiv X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5: Other Rules</td>
<td>$P \equiv #(X)$, $P \equiv (X, Y)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$BR(i + 1)$ verifies $M1$ with $K(i + 1)$ and checks if the included $ts2$ and $secType$ are acceptable. If the verification is positive, it has the belief on the $MN$, based on which it derives the session key, $SK$, by computing $HMAC(K(i + 1), s|ts3)$. Then, the $BR(i + 1)$ sends the $MN$ the $AuthSuccessMsg$ message protected with $SK$, which is not weak and vulnerable to the off-line dictionary attacks any more. If the message is valid, the $MN$ is sure that it is safely connected to the $BR(i + 1)$. Finally, the $MN$ sends the $BR(i + 1)$ the $Unsolicited Neighbor Advertisement (UNA)$ message protected with $SIGuna$ and $MACuna$. Here, $MACuna$ allows the $BR(i + 1)$ to defend against the resource exhaustion attacks caused by abuse of the digital signatures. If the $AuthReqMsg$ message is not valid, i.e., it cannot be verified with $K(i + 1)$, the $BR(i + 1)$ responds with the $AuthFailMsg$ message. Because the message is protected with $K(i + 1)$, it does not cause MISP to be vulnerable to the DoS attacks.

3. Security analysis

In this section, we formally verify the correctness of the proposed scheme by using BAN-Logic [22]. BAN-Logic has been widely used and successfully applied to analyze many security schemes (protocols) because it is simple, easy, and practical [22–24].

In BAN-Logic, the security verification consists of the following steps: 1) Translate a target protocol into an idealization version; 2) Define assumptions about the initial states; and 3) Apply repeatedly the rules until the intended beliefs are derived. The notations and rules of BAN-logic are shown in Figs 3 and 4. Note that we use $H(M)_K$ to express the HMAC operation since original BAN-Logic does not support [25].
Fig. 5. Extended rules of BAN-logic.

In order to make the verification more concise and convenient, the extended rules are defined as depicted in Fig. 5. E1 can be proofed by using the rules R1 and R4, while E2 is self-evident.

For the formal analysis on the proposed scheme, while focusing on the handover phase, we first verify the handover key negotiation and fast binding update steps, protected by YHSP, and then verify the new network attachment one, protected by MISP. That is why its new network attachment step is same as the bootstrapping phase if we ignore that the beacon and AuthFailMsg messages are unsecured in that phase. Such neglect is acceptable because of the complexity and the high cost caused by protecting these messages in the bootstrapping phase as mentioned above.

3.1. Handover key negotiation and fast binding update steps

As the first step, we idealize the handover key negotiation and fast binding update steps as follows:

\[(\text{yhs}p1) \quad \text{MN} \rightarrow \text{BR}(i) : +\{\text{RtSolPr}\}_{K(i)}\]

where \(\text{RtSolPr}\) includes \(\{\text{CGA-PARAM}_{\text{MN}}, \text{ts}1, \text{mi}\}\)

\[(\text{yhs}p2) \quad \text{BR}(i) \rightarrow \text{MN} : +\{\text{PrRtAdv}\}_{K(i)}\]

where \(\text{PrRtAdv}\) includes \(\{\text{MN} \text{BR}(i), \text{MN} \text{BR}(i)\}_{\text{prsec}}, \text{mi}, \text{mi}\}\)

\[(\text{yhs}p3) \quad \text{MN} \rightarrow \text{BR}(i) : +\{\text{FBU}\}_{K(i)}\]

where \(\text{FBU}\) includes \(\{\text{seq, MN} \text{BR}(i), \text{MN} \text{BR}(i), \text{CoA}(i)\}\)

\[(\text{yhs}p4) \quad \text{BR}(i) \rightarrow \text{MN} : +\{\text{FBA}\}_{K(i)}\]

where \(\text{FBA}\) includes \(\{\text{seq, pre-Beacon}\}\)

We here skip the HI and HACK messages in the idealized form because they are transmitted over the secure channel between the BR\((i)\) and the BR\((i+1)\).

The assumptions are defined as follows:

\[\text{A11: } \text{BR}(i) \equiv \text{BR}(i) \leftrightarrow \text{MN}\]
\[\text{A12: } \text{BR}(i) \equiv \#(\text{ts}1)\]
\[\text{A13: } \text{MN} \equiv \text{BR}(i) \leftrightarrow \text{MN}\]
\[\text{A14: } \text{MN} \equiv \#(\text{mi})\]
\[\text{A15: } \text{MN} \equiv \#(\text{prsec}, \text{MN})\]
\[\text{A16: } \text{MN} \equiv \text{BR}(i) \Rightarrow \text{BR}(i) \leftrightarrow \text{MN}\]
\[\text{A17: } \text{MN} \equiv \text{BR}(i) \Rightarrow \text{BR}(i) \leftrightarrow \text{MN}\]
\[\text{A18: } \text{BR}(i) \equiv \text{MN} \leftrightarrow \text{BR}(i)\]
\[\text{A19: } \text{BR}(i) \equiv \#(\text{MN} \leftrightarrow \text{BR}(i))\]
\[\text{A1a: } \text{BR}(i) \equiv \text{MN} \leftrightarrow \text{BR}(i)\]
\[\text{A1b: } \text{BR}(i) \equiv \#(\text{MN} \leftrightarrow \text{BR}(i))\]
\[\text{A1c: } \text{BR}(i) \equiv \text{MN} \equiv \text{MN} \leftrightarrow \text{BR}(i)\]
\[\text{A1d: } \text{BR}(i) \equiv \text{MN} \equiv \text{MN} \leftrightarrow \text{BR}(i)\]
\[\text{A1e: } \text{MN} \equiv \#(\text{seq})\]

In the above assumptions, A11 and A13 are added because the message protection key, \(K(i)\), is assumed to be shared between the MN and the BR\((i)\) in the previous handover. In addition, it is acceptable to add A1c and A1d as an entity is generally authorized to believe its session keys.
With the idealized form and the assumptions, we proceed to verify the handover key negotiation and fast binding update steps as follows:

**From yhsp1, we derive:**

(1a) $BR(i) \equiv MN \rightarrow RiSolPr$ [by A11, E1]
(1b) $BR(i) \equiv #(RiSolPr)$ [by A12, R5]
(1c) $BR(i) \equiv MN \equiv RiSolPr$ [by (1a), (1b), R2]

**From yhsp2, we derive:**

(1d) $MN \equiv BR(i) \leftarrow PrRtAdv$ [by A13, E1]
(1e) $MN \equiv #(PrRtAdv)$ [by A14, R5]
(1f) $MN \equiv BR(i) \equiv PrRtAdv$ [by 1d, 1e, R2]
(1g) $MN \equiv MN \xrightarrow{HK(i)} BR(i)$ [by 1f, R5, A15, E2, R5, A16, R3]
(1h) $MN \equiv MN \xrightarrow{K(i+1)} BR(i)$ [by 1f, R5, A15, E2, R5, A17, R3]

**From yhsp3, we derive:**

(1i) $BR(i) \equiv MN \equiv FBU$ [by A18, E1, A19, R5, R2]
(1j) $BR(i) \equiv MN \xrightarrow{HK(i)} BR(i)$ [by 1j, R5, A1c, R3]
(1k) $BR(i) \equiv MN \equiv MN \xrightarrow{K(i+1)} BR(i)$ [by 1i, R5, A1d, R3]
(1l) $BR(i) \equiv MN \equiv CoA(i)$ [by 1i, R5]

**From yhsp4, we derive:**

(1m) $MN \equiv BR(i) \equiv pre-Beacon$ [by 1m, R5]
(1n) $MN \equiv BR(i) \equiv FBA$ [by 1g, E1, A1c, R5, R2]

While (1i) and (1l) allow the $BR(i)$ to believe the handover and the new CoA of the $MN$, (1m) allows the $MN$ to believe that the $BR(i)$ accepts its handover. Additionally, through (1g), (1h), (1k) and (1l), the $MN$ and the $BR(i)$ can believe that $HK(i)$ and $K(i+1)$ are securely established. That also makes them believe that $K(i+1)$ is safely forwarded to the $BR(i+1)$ for the next handover. Moreover, through the Pre-Beacon and (1n), the $MN$ can distinguish the beacon message of the $BR(i+1)$ with other ones while defending against the DoS attacks.

As a result, we can conclude that the handover key negotiation and fast binding update steps are valid in terms of security.

### 3.2. New network attachment step

We start the analysis by translating the new network attachment step into the idealized form shown below. In the idealized form, the Beacon message is omitted because it is not related to this analysis.

\[
\begin{align*}
&misp1 \quad MN \rightarrow BR(i+1) : +\{AuthReqMsg\}_{K(i+1)} \\
&\text{where AuthReqMsg includes } \{ts2, MN \leftrightarrow BR(i+1)\} \\
&misp2a \quad BR(i+1) \rightarrow MN : +\{AuthSuccessMsg\}_{sk} \\
&\text{where AuthSuccessMsg includes } \{ts3, BR(i+1) \equiv MN \rightarrow BR(i+1)\} \\
&misp2b \quad BR(i+1) \rightarrow MN : +\{AuthFailMsg\}_{K(i+1)} \\
&\text{where AuthFailMsg includes } \{ts3, ErrReason\} \\
&misp3 \quad MN \rightarrow BR(i+1) : +\{UNA, \{H(UNA)\}_{Prw} \rightarrow K(i+1)\} \\
&\text{where UNA includes } \{ts3, CGA-PARAM_{MN}\}
\end{align*}
\]

We define the assumptions as follows:
A21 is added to the assumptions because $K(i+1)$ was securely forwarded to the $BR(i+1)$ in the previous step. With regard to A23, it is reasonable for the $BR(i+1)$ to trust the $MN$’s authorization on $SK$ since the $MN$ cannot decide $SK$ at its will in spite of being able to generate the key. Moreover, based on the CGA method, the $BR(i+1)$ can check the $MN$’s public key. Thus, A2a is involved in the assumptions.

With the above idealized form and the assumptions, we advance our verification as follows:

From misp1, we derive:

(2a) $BR(i+1) \equiv MN \equiv AuthReqMsg$ [by A21, E1, A22, R5, R2]

(2b) $MN \equiv BR(i+1) \equiv SK \leftrightarrow BR(i+1)$ [by 2a, R5, A23, R3]

From misp2a, we derive:

(2c) $MN \equiv BR(i+1) \equiv AuthSuccessMsg$ [by A24, E1, A26, R5, R2]

(2c2) $MN \equiv BR(i+1) \equiv MN \leftrightarrow BR(i+1)$ [by 2c1, R5, A27, R2]

From misp2b, we derive:

(2d1) $MN \equiv BR(i+1) \equiv AuthFailMsg$ [by A25, E1, A26, R5, R2]

(2d2) $MN \equiv ErrReason$ [by 2d1, R5, A28, R3]

From misp3, we derive:

(2e) $BR(i+1) \equiv MN \equiv \{UNA, \{H(UNA))mn\}_SK\} [by A21, E1, A29, R5, R2]

(2f) $BR(i+1) \equiv MN \equiv UNA$ [by 2e, R5]

(2g) $BR(i+1) \equiv MN \equiv UNA$ [by 2e, R5, A2a, E1, R4, A29, R5, R2]

In misp1, the $BR(i+1)$ can authenticate the $MN$ through (2a). Also, the $MN$ and the $BR(i+1)$ are sure of the trust on $SK$ based on (2a), (2b), (2c2) and A24. This indicates that $SK$ is not weak any more. In misp2a, (2c1) allows the $MN$ to believe that it is successfully authenticated. That triggers the $MN$ to send the $UNA$ message to advance the rest steps. On the other hand, in case that the authentication is fail, i.e., misp2b, the $MN$ can prevent the DoS attacks caused by the message modification or fabrication through (2d1) and (2d2). In misp3, (2f) and (2g) enable the $BR(i+1)$ to be sure that the $MN$ arrives at its network. At this point, (2f) allows the $BR(i+1)$ to check if it is reasonable to perform the digital signature verification. That makes it possible for the $BR(i+1)$ to prevent the DoS attacks caused by the large packets.

As a result, from the above analysis, we can conclude that the new network attachment step is correct.

3.3. Discussion

We discuss here how the proposed scheme solves the identified security drawbacks of MISP.
Session key and Off-line dictionary attacks: In the bootstrapping and handover phases, the timestamp $ts$, $ts2$ and $ts3$ are used to generate the session key, $SK$. That makes it impossible for every $MN$ to make $SK$ at its will. Additionally, unlike the original MISP, the randomly generated secrets $K_{MN}$ and $K(i + 1)$, instead of the user password, are used for user authentication, message protection and session key establishment. Therefore, the proposed protocol is not vulnerable to the off-line dictionary attacks while providing strong session keys.

Denial of Service attacks: The Pre-Beacon allows the $MN$ to check the validity of the beacon message from the $BR(i + 1)$. Also, the AuthFailMsg message is protected with $K(i + 1)$. The proposed protocol can thus prevent the adversaries from launching the DoS attacks by maliciously modifying or spoofing these messages.

4. Handover performance

In this section, we evaluate the handover performance of the proposed scheme compared to the basic scheme.

4.1. Analysis of handover latency

We assume that the processing and queuing delays at each entity are negligible and messages over wired/wireless links are transmitted without errors. For the sake of simplicity, we calculate the handover latency as the sum of related message transmission delays over links [16,26]. Suppose $T_{MN-BR}$ and $T_{BR-AS}$ are the message transmission delays between the $MN$ and the $BR$, and between the $BR$ and the $AS$, respectively. Note that $T_{BR-AS}$ is determined depending on the network topology configuration and $T_{BR-AS} > T_{MN-BR}$.

As shown in Fig. 2, the Beacon, AuthReqMsg, AuthSuccessMsg, and UNA messages are exchanged between the $MN$ and the $BR$ at the new access network when the $MN$ moves to the new access network. For the basic scheme, IEEE 802.11i fourway handshake, EAP authentication, and UNA messages are exchanged. Note that IEEE 802.11i fourway handshake and UNA messages are exchanged between the $MN$ and the $BR$ at the new access network, but EAP authentication messages are exchanged between the $MN$ and the $AS$.

Suppose $L_{HO}^{(BASIC)}$ is the handover latency for the basic scheme wherein IEEE 802.11i and 802.1X (EAP-based authentication) are used for authentication while the predictive fast handover mode of FMIPv6 is used for the network-layer mobility support [16]. Then, $L_{HO}^{(BASIC)}$ is expressed as:

\[
L_{HO}^{(BASIC)} = D_{L2} + D_{EAP} + D_{SA} + D_{UNA} + D_{FWD},
\]

\[
= D_{L2} + 9 \cdot T_{MN-BR} + T_{BR-AS} + \partial(m, x),
\]

where $D_{L2}$ is the link switching time, i.e., the link-layer handover time, $D_{EAP}$ is the delay of EAP authentication that depends on the selected EAP authentication method, $D_{SA}$ is the delay of IEEE 802.11i fourway handshake, $D_{UNA}$ is the arrival delay of UNA message from the $MN$ to the $BR$, and $D_{FWD}$ is the arrival delay of the first packet buffered from the $BR$ to the $MN$.

In Eq. (1), $9 \cdot T_{MN-BR}$ represents the time to complete two EAP starting messages (EAP-Request/Identity and EAP-Response/Identity messages), EAP finish message (EAP-Success message), and IEEE 802.11 fourway handshake messages as well as the UNA message and the first packet buffered from the $BR$ to the $MN$. $T_{BR-AS}$ represents the delay for forwarding the EAP-Request/Identity message from the $BR$
to the AS. Since $D_{EAP}$ is determined by the selected EAP authentication method, we adopt a function for calculating the EAP authentication delay $\partial(m, x)$, where $m$ is the number of messages required for executing of the EAP authentication method and $x$ is the message transmission delay between the MN and the AS, i.e., $x = (T_{MN-BR} + T_{BR-AS})$.

Suppose $L_{HO}^{(PRO)}$ is the handover latency for the proposed scheme. Then, $L_{HO}^{(PRO)}$ is expressed as:

$$L_{HO}^{(PRO)} = D_{L2} + D_{Beacon} + D_{AuthReqMsg} + D_{AuthSuccessMsg} + D_{UNA} + D_{FWD},$$

where $D_{Beacon}$ is the arrival delay of Beacon message from the BR to the MN, $D_{AuthReqMsg}$ is the arrival delay of AuthReqMsg message from the MN to the BR, and $D_{AuthSuccessMsg}$ is the arrival delay of AuthSuccessMsg message from the BR to the MN.

### 4.2. Numerical result

In this subsection, we provide the numerical result based on the analysis derived in the previous subsection. For our analysis, we assume that $D_{L2} = 45.3$ ms, $T_{MN-BR} = 10$ ms, and $T_{BR-AS} = 20$ ms. If we consider EAP-TLS as the EAP authentication method, $m$ is determined as 6 [14,16].

Let $\mu_c$ is the MN’s border crossing rate. Assuming that the BR’s coverage area is circular, $\mu_c$ is expressed as:

$$\mu_c = \frac{2\nu}{\pi R},$$

where $\nu$ is the average velocity of the MN and $R$ is the radius of the BR’s coverage area [14].

Figure 6 shows the variation of the handover latency. As functions for the variation, we use $R$ and $\nu$. First, we set $\nu = 40$ m/s and vary $R$ from 100 m to 800 m in Fig. 6 (a). As shown, the proposed scheme always provides the minimized handover latency compared to the basic one because of its reduced number of message exchange during handover authentication. In addition, thanks to the elimination of
the AS’s involvement during handover authentication, the proposed scheme further improves its handover performance. In Fig. 6 (b), we set $R = 400$ m and vary $nu$ from 0 m/s to 40 m/s. Similarly, the proposed scheme outperforms the basic one.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a secure fast handover scheme that combines advantages of MISP and FMIPv6. We have shown that the proposed scheme is robust against session key, off-line dictionary, DoS attacks while it provides the reduced handover latency compared to the existing scheme. The security correctness of the proposed scheme has been verified through the formal security analysis with BAN-Logic. The proposed scheme is based on FMIPv6, which is a host-based mobility support protocol. The recent approach for mobility support is network-based mobility support wherein a MN is not involved in any mobility signaling [27,28]. Our future work is to study our scheme’s applicability to network-based mobility support.
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